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Each chassis
is built strong to
withstand the
hardships of the
container industry.

Durability
Meets Excellence
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43160
(740) 333-5401

visit sciohio.com

Our Mission

Our Company
Legion Chassis are a
product of South
Central Industrial, LLC.
(SCI). Our manufacturing
facility and main office
are located in
Washington Court
House, Ohio. Our team of
talented welders,
mechanics, engineers,
machinists, and
technicians are
dedicated to building the
best chassis on the
market.

As one of the premier
chassis manufacturers in
the United States, our
mission is to provide
consumers around the
world with stalwart,
affordable, light weight,
and durable chassis. We
are committed to
investing in our people,
our company, and the
communities where we
operate to help position
the company for long
term, sustainable growth.

Our Products
40' Tandem Gooseneck
Chassis
40' Tridem Gooseneck
Chassis
40' Drop-Axle Chassis
40' 109" Spread
Suspension Chassis
20' Container
Bridgemaster Chassis
20-40 Combo
Extendable Chassis
Custom Requests
(limited availability)

40' Gooseneck Container Chassis
Legion Chassis' 40' gooseneck chassis is all utility and no frill. It was designed
using a complete chassis approach, utilizing the highest quality materials to
create the toughest chassis on the road. This chassis will withstand the abuse of
the roughest drivers from either side of the Mississippi, and will allow you to
transport heavy 40' ISO containers from point A to point B without delay.
Call (740) 3335401 to
ask about pricing, request
a spec sheet, or place an order!
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40' Drop Axle Chassis

Call (740) 3335401 to
ask about pricing, request
a spec sheet, or place an order!

Why a drop-axle?
Legion Chassis' 40' Drop Axle Chassis is specifically
designed to meet the FHWA's bridge law requirements.
With the addition of a steerable drop axle, you will have
more control on how your load is distributed between
axles. This will enable you to travel without issue to and
fro any container exchange in the united states.
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40' Gooseneck 109" Spread
axle Container Chassis
Legion Chassis' 40' Gooseneck 109" spread axle
container chassis allows for heavier loads than
the traditional 49" spread tandem axle. This
chassis is perfect for transporting 40' containers
in areas with few tight turns. prolonged use of
this chassis in areas with many tight turns, like
cities, will cause tire scuffing. this chassis weighs
in at 7,000 lbs and has a gross vehicle weight
rating of 68,000 lbs.

40' Gooseneck

109"

Container Chassis
109" Spread Axle

GVWR 68,000 LBS
GAWR 25,000 LBS
TARE 7,000 LBS

Call (740) 3335401 to
ask about pricing, request
a spec sheet, or place an order!

20' CONTAINER
BRIDGEMASTER CHASSIS
All extendable Legion Chassis' have a bogie
system that slides easy through the use of
hardened steel rollers with bronze bushings.

Legion Chassis' 20' Container Bridgemaster Chassis carries one 20
foot ISO container. It weighs in at 10,800 lbs and offers a Gross
Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR) of 76,000 lbs. The 20' Container
Bridgemaster Chassis's bogie system makes for quick transitions
between loading/unloading and hitting the road. The chassis
has a spring loaded lockpin assembly that allows for safe and
easy transitions between compact and extended positions. This
tri-axle extendable chassis dominates its class and will keep you
happy on the road.

All Legion Chassis have an easy to access
gladhand plate with drainage holes to
prevent water and debris accumulation.

Any Legion Chassis can be equipped with a
Meritor Tire Inflation System to improve
safety, extend tire life, and lower
maintenance.

Call (740) 3335401 to
ask about pricing, request
a spec sheet, or place an order!

20-40 COMBInation
Extendable Chassis
Our 20-40 Combination Extendable Chassis does it all!
It can carry a loaded 40' ISO Container, a loaded 20'
Container, or two empty 20' ISO Containers. Its TARE
weight comes in at 11,100 lbs, and its Gross Vehicle
Weight Rating (GVWR) is 76,000 lbs when collapsed and
80,000 lbs when fully extended. The chassis is equipped
with drop locks and flip locks which make it easy to
change container configurations on the go. Like the
20' container extendable bridgemaster chassis, this
chassis has a roller enabled bogie system and a spring
loaded locking mechanism.
Call (740) 3335401 to
ask about pricing, request
a spec sheet, or place an order!

